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Abstract. Representation of multimedia documents is a major problem
in multimedia information retrieval due to the semantic gap. In this work,
we present a tool to automatically create and evaluate three different
kind of features for a database to decide what kind of representation is
better suited for representing multimedia documents. Our tool provides
the option of splitting interaction log files into different contexts to study
their influence on classifiers’ performance.

1 Introduction

A common approach to predict the value of the class a document belongs to
is to select representative document features. In the text domain, predestined
features are vocabulary features, as they can express the semantics of the doc-
uments. In the multimedia domain however, selecting representative features
becomes a challenging task. Many videos for instance are not enriched with
textual annotations [6], relying on vocabulary features is hence not adequate.
Moreover, widely used low-level features such as colour histograms or textures
are not sufficient enough to describe the content of the document they are meant
to represent. The reason for this is the semantic gap [9]: the difference between
(computable) low-level representations of a multimedia document and the ac-
tual semantic meaning of the document. Identifying representative features and
feature combinations can be a key breakthrough in the challenge of bridging the
semantic gap, as the quality of the used set of features is of great importance
for a classifier to achieve a good performance [2].

In this paper, we present our work on automatically transforming the repre-
sentation of a set of video documents into one of three different feature types:
behavior, object and vocabulary features. The software is based on Weka [12]
and can be used to evaluate a dataset based on extracted features.

Our tool allows to split the features into different contexts that can be found
in log files of user experiments, where users test a video retrieval system by
searching for different topics and under different conditions. Thus it can be
investigated which contexts improve the classifier’s performance and which ones
make it perform worse. Some example contexts our tool can handle are:



1. Topic. Splitting the database with respect to the topic a shot was accessed
by the user.

2. Condition. User might perform the search under different conditions, for
example different interfaces.

3. User Experience. Database is split according to the experience of users ac-
cessing shots.

4. Topic Difficulty. Database is split according to the difficult (as perceived by
user) of each search task.

5. Mix of contexts. Contexts can be mixed in pairs.

This paper is structured as follows: In the next section, we introduce the
three types of features which can be analysed by our tool. In Section 3 we
provide an overview how to use our tool. Finally, in Section 4 we present our
main conclusions for this work.

2 Feature Types

So far, research on feature construction and document classification has been
concentrated on three different categories: behaviour features, object features
and vocabulary features. In the remainder of this section, we will introduce
these features.

2.1 Behaviour Features

User Behavior Features [5, 1] give information about how the user interacts with
a document. In retrieval systems, this information is related to the actions the
user performs on retrieved documents. Hence, behaviour features can be ex-
tracted from user log files. We consider the behavior features shown in Table
1. They can be split into three groups: Click-Through features, which represent
information about clicks the user performed on retrieved documents; Browsing
features, which show different metrics about time spent with a result and Query-
Text features, which count words in the current text query and make comparisons
with other text queries.

2.2 Object Features

Object Features are extracted from the data collection. Typical features are
low-level features and additional metadata. Common visual features used in the
video domain are for example colour layout, dominant colour, textures or edge
histograms which have been extracted from representative keyframes. Audio
features can be rhythm histograms or spectrum descriptors of a video. In the
video domain, metadata keeps information such as the length of retrieved results
or information related to the textual transcript of the retrieved videos.



Feature name Description
ClickFreq Number of mouse clicks on shot
ClickProb ClickFreq divided by total number of clicks
ClickDev Deviation of ClickProb

TimeOnShot Time the user has been performing any action on shot
CumulativeTimeOnShots TimeOnShot added to time on previous shots

TimeOnAllShots Sum of time on all shots
CumulativeTimeOnTopic Time spent under current topic

MeanTimePerShotForThisQuery Mean of all values for TimeOnShot
DevAvgTimePerShotForThisQuery Deviation of MeanTimePerShotForThisQuery
DevAvgCumulativeTimeOnShots Deviation of CumulativeTimeOnShots
DevAvgCumulativeTimeOnTopic Deviation of CumulativeTimeOnTopic

QueryLength Number of words in current text query
WordsSharedWithLastQuery Number of equal words in current query and last query

Table 1. Behavior Features used to predict shots relevance

2.3 Vocabulary Features

Vocabulary Features are a bag of words created from the transcript of multi-
media data. It is expected that video relevance classification based on textual
transcripts is promising due to the fact that text has more descriptive power
than, for example, low-level visual features. Nevertheless, transcripts do not al-
ways relate to the content of a video [13] and shots do not have a long transcript
to base an analysis on. Therefore, we consider not only the transcript of one
single video element, but also from the neighboured n shots with respect to the
time of the video. In our case, text is not used to compute statistics, but to cre-
ate a vocabulary of words to perform the typical task of classification based on
text. It is expected that n-Windowed Vocabulary features perform better than
creating a bag of words from the transcript of a single shot only. Our tool filters
text through a stop-word list and performs Porter stemming [8] for further anal-
ysis. When we use text to create a bag of words and evaluate using a bayesian
classifier, we do not use Naive Bayes but the Naive Bayes Multinomial, which is
recommended for text classification [7].

3 Tool Usage

A first condition for using the tool is to format the user log files in the Attribute-
Relation File Format (.arff) as introduced for the Weka machine learning soft-
ware [12]. After tuning all parameters in the configuration files, the tool can be
executed by running the following Java classes:

1. CreateFeatures. This class converts the input file to another .arff file where
instances are represented by the created features. The output file contains a
projection of the previous log file where the only features are the ones created,
besides the tuple descriptor features (userID, shot name,. . . ). Parameters to
tune are: type of features to create, kind of relevance (official or user-defined)
to use, order of the output features.



2. SplitContexts. This program splits the constructed database in as many parts
as the chosen context can be split. Several contexts can be chosen from the
configuration file. For example, if in the experiment there were four search
topics and the tool’s user wants to split the .arff file in contexts based on
search topic, then four .arff files will be created. Each of these files will
contain instances with the same topic attribute value in the original file. If
no context differentiation is desired, then no split is done. The descriptor
tuple features are removed in any context case as the aim is to evaluate
using just the created features (behaviour, object or vocabulary) without
any knowledge of userID, topicID, or shot name.

3. Evaluate. The evaluation class performs a cross validation of the .arff files
created by SplitContexts. Weka is used for the actual classification task.
The following parameters can be defined in the configuration file: number
of folders in cross validation, times to perform cross validation, classifiers
to use (Näıve Bayes, Näıve Bayes Multinomial, Support Vectors Machine,
k-NN, and AODE available) and balance level of training sets (from 0 for
no change, to 100 to become training sets fully balanced). The class out-
puts several metrics computed for each classifier and possible class value:
Accuracy, Precision, Recall, F1-measure.

4. IncrementalSelection. Finally, an incremental wrapper-based feature subset
selection [3] is performed over the chosen databases and then a projection of
the data using the selected features is evaluated. Evaluation results are dis-
played showing the chosen feature subsets and the same metrics mentioned
above.

3.1 Example of work done using this took

To learn how different kinds of constructed features affect relevance prediction,
Bermejo et al. [4] used data logs from two users experiments [11, 10]. Each log
file contained verbose data of the actions each user performed while interacting
with different video retrieval interfaces. Bermejo et al. used the presented tool to
construct Behavior, Object and Vocabulary Features from these log files. They
conclude that windowed Vocabulary features seem to be the best when there
is text associated with the video. Behavior features were only useful if stored
behavior is used in a collaborative system to influence the retrieved results.
Finally, Object features return lesser relevant shots and are more consistent.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

Our tool makes it easy to create three different kind of features and thus to com-
pare which representation is better suited for the representation of multimedia
documents. Contexts splits can be created and their influence on classifiers stud-
ied. Finally, feature selection can be easily performed over databases or context
splits created. As future work, we propose to improve the command line interface
into a GUI and make the configuration files simpler to tune for the user.
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